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1 - Yami Bakura&Yami In Over

Yami Bakura:Ok Yami Im gonna go up to the upper leaval and run this wire down through the wall grab
your walkie I,ll call you when I get up theire

Yami:Ok

Yami Bakura:Yami pick up over

Yami:What

Yami Bakura:Yami please say over when you finish talking over

Yami:-Sighs In fustration-What over

Yami Bakura:Do you see the wire yet over

Yami:No

Yami Bakura: noooo what over

Yami:No over

Yami Bakura:Ok Im gonna start feeding It through over

Yami:Wait If you having started feeding It Why did you ask me If I could see It

Yami Bakura:Didnt copy that over

Yami:I said why did you ask me If I could see It If you havnt started feeding It over

Yami Bakura:Oh thats better I can hear you now over do you see It yet over

Yami:You know your a jack @$$ for the record I dont wanna hang out with you anymore when this Is
over

Yami Bakura:When this Is what Yami over

Yami:I said I dont wanna hang out with you anymore when this Is over

Yami Bakura:When this Is what you got to finish your sentence over

Yami:Thats It my sentence Is over



Yami Bakura:Your sentence Is what Yami over

Yami:My sentence Is! wait a minute i have to say over even thow my sentence ends with the word over

Yami Bakura:Ends with the word what Yami over

Yami:Oh I see the wire

Yami Bakura:You see the wire what Yami over

Yami:OVER!-pulls Yami bakura through the celling-

Yami Bakura:AHHHH!!!!-Falls through-
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